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Swami comes down to bhajans when Raju is playing Jagadisha Hare 
 
 
Swami:  Good. You have good team. Give a claps…  One more time 
same song, same rhythm, no height.  
 
(The students repeat the song) 
 
Swami:  Good. What a team…Gustav, you have it. Jonathan, Falk, 
and little bit you guys got trained. You'll get… no words. I tolded 
you about the Beatles, George Harrison, three days in Los Angeles I 
spent time with him. I did a fire ceremony in front of ocean. The last 
climax moment, he unbelievably sing, little CDs, few songs. Still I 
kept it, put that way, he's my guru. Pretty good I made him lift it. 
Some reasons of his health fell off, whatever it is.  
 
My Dear Divine Souls, I'm always keep saying it, health, wealth, time 
– it is not in our hands, forget it. Tons of experiences I showed it. 
How much you like yourself, try to like the humanity around you.  
Satya Sai Baba, yes he's a great character in many angles. What 
happened to him? Shirdi Baba Bhagawan, what happened to him? He 
took tons of karma's, gave that sacrificed. He's a suffering, Satya Sai 
Baba, whatever it is. I told it I went to some, I released Mother, "Go. 
Make it peaceful. Come back." Two, three witnesses there. Once if 



your born as a human, Karma mukanidi moksha mulooni attendiya vidya 
arloochenai enduku shakti leenidi virakti radura telusukura jiva…Once if 
you have the strength, then only you can do something. If there's no 
strength, you're a waste. Tanda mulooniniru leeka purte swasara 
duchamaniki asperse alsakapinsunu parvitra bandamulooni vikruti avikruti 
putinsunu prakruti prakruti srusthi antaadu kalabramadu adinasincha 
appudee srusthi vipallamunukada jiva… 
 
Guys you can translate it. It will be little complicated in front of the 
girls. Lord Maha Vishnu in the Gajendra Moksha, elephant caught 
from the crocodile when it's in the river, put it that way. The elephant 
is shouting, shouting, shouting asking help. Elephant who remove 
the obstacles out, finally Lord Krishna he jumped out. He has no his 
all anything and he came to save. On the days, Nanaiya is a great 
writer, "How come he can go like that without any weapon in his 
romance mood and going and protecting the elephant, removing the 
obstacles? Is Lord Krishna need weapons?" Krishna doing the 
mistakes, Shiva is solving. Shiva is doing mistakes, Krishna is 
solving. Same…creations, A+B squared, A squared + B squared 
equals 2AB, put it that way, like a Newton first law.  
 
Do the good works! Don't be selfishness! In the Big Boss work, A to Z 
completed, one billion percent it's completed. Whoever is 
misunderstood whatever is going on, the illusions, I'm sorry. I have 
to be tough. I'm talking in office with Monika and great song… 
(hearing bhajans downstairs), "Monika, I have to go. They're tying me 
with a bhakti threads, pulling me. I have to go."  
 
On the day, twenty-three years almost all, sorry eighteen years, 
Jaichendra Pujari is sitting… that stupid guy. And the heart surgery, 
this and that, he's going to die and…  
 
(Swami talks to Jaichendra in Telugu) Tell the truth! Tell the truth don't 
lie!  (Swami gives JC a microphone to talk) 
 
Jaichendra:  Sai Ram. Sai Ram. (starts speaking in Telugu and Swami 
tells him to speak in English)  
 
Swami:  Try, it will come.  
 
Jaichendra:  I came since 1995 Dec. 25th. I came Swami feet. Swami 
saved my life, my family life, everything's Swami. Swami's not, my 



life is no. First of all Swami saw so many times my mistakes, but 
Swami saw so many times... I'm very happy now, so happy, yes. 
Swami's no, my life is no. So many times Swami tells so many 
mistakes, but changed my mentality, Maya, something everything 
my life is so many mistakes but finally Swami fixed my life. Sorry my 
English language is problem. So many times Swami said, "No, not 
necessary. Your heart surgery not necessary, I save. Already I given 
you protection, I given. You are not listening. Why you're not 
listening?" So many times Swami says, "Already I given you your life, 
I'm caring your life. You don't fear about. Why fear, I am here? I am 
your heart, your life, everything I am. Why you fear?" Swami said so 
many times but my mind is not perfect that time. Yes sisters, brothers 
so many times Swami said. But Maya, Maya came here but Swami 
prayed me, "Please show me my life, save me my spiritual life. Please 
Swami."  
 
Swami: The early days, his habits, going movies and whatever it is, 
secretly coming and going. And bypass surgery, da, da, da, da, da, 
da, da, da, da… chhhtt, leave it. Why surgery?"  
 
(Swami talks back and forth with Jaitendra in Telugu).  
 
Swami:  Be peaceful. Subramaniam…  
 
(Subramaniam the priest comes in front of Swami)  
 
Swami: He broke the Baba small statue. That small leg piece it fell off. 
Early morning I came and I gave, "Hey what happened?" Many years 
back. I'm, not avadhut – dhut. Once they put the dhoop to me, then 
the avadhut will come down. That's why always I ask in my office, 
"Put some dhoop." (back to story about Subramaniam) On the stage, I 
gave a big slap in the front of the Baba small statue there.  And 
Bhahadur (Swami's guard in early days) he found it, small leg piece. 
True?  
 
(Subramanyam agrees)  
 
Swami: And I made him, both guys several times, even naked and 
give the harathi, this and that. Of course many people know it, 
Digambara Datta Digambara, "Do it!" And that Bhahadur, he catched 
it. It fell off all the way there (away from stage). Subramanyam, he 
searched, searched - can't find it. "What's going on?" That Bhahadur, 



he gotten that leg piece, that guy got his leg broken again he came 
back just one and a half months back, the old Bhahadur, early 
Bhahadur with the leg fracture.  
 
The bullet point is here. His (Subramanyam's) mistake, he 
(Bhahadur) protected. He protected, he faced the consequences, put 
that way. Right now tons of headaches to me, earthquakes, kama, 
Kala, vichitra, this type of treatment… 
 
(Swami asks Subramanyam and Jaichendra to come and sit together in front 
of Swami and asks both of them to sing.  The students applause 
enthusiastically.) 
 
Swami: His daughter is the powerful in the education, 
Subramanyam's always first rank. I'm sponsoring but they have the 
capacity, they're not bringing out. Jaichendra, I met him in Puttaparti 
with Kapur, something whatever it is. He's a little cooking there. I 
saw him, um-hum. It's almost twenty years? Yes, twenty years back. I 
didn't say anything but he and all the guys came here and he drive 
me crazy, crazy, crazy, crazy, crazy! "Hey Jaichendra, what happened 
to you?"  Of course again I pulled his wife, I putted him again…okay 
I sponsored his daughter's wedding A to Z, and I putted in his house 
big my photo poster and everyday he's worshipping me, um? I gave 
little punishment, big punishment huh? It's a small Ma. I'm going to 
give lot of punishments, filterings here. Midnight secretly he's going 
to the movie, he's coming… I'm watching at the front of the gate and 
Bhahadur he's managing it and he (Jaichendra) wants to enter inside 
the mandir. "Um-hum, right." I caught it several times, different, 
different areas. Physically I caught it. I know where he's going, what 
going on in and around in the globe.  
 
For example, Nancy, Myuri, Anya and few people is staying in my 
living room there. They're sleeping. Nancy is having some process 
with a small little egg, and some process whatever it is. I told it 
certain you're doing this? She got panic at midnight and wants to 
throw the egg on my face. That egg is in the air, again it went into her 
hand. You remember Myuri?  
 
Myuri: Very much. 
 
Swami: These are the characters I have to deal it. I better to be a 
shepherd. Oh, it's okay. Today my message, wherever is the hungry, 



you need to be there whatever you can do. That helps you, especially 
the hungry. Tears never create. Create whenever it's necessary. If it's 
not necessary, if you create it, you need to face the consequences. The 
adharma, the people craziness, the bad karmas wherever it's hitting 
it, that countries keeps making it playing it. Even Lord Krishna such 
a great character to leave his body, he needs a reason. That reason he 
created in the bushes… I told it. Whenever his big toe cutted it. One 
shooter guy he thought it was a bird - phat, toe is out. Then he came. 
Lord Krishna is simply, "Um-hum. What a lila you're playing." Before 
take off, a reason is necessary. A reason is necessary! Whatever it is, a 
reason is necessary.  
 
In the Divine Court, whatever the consequences, whatever you done, 
once you committed to your Divine Court, "Yes, I want to do this, I 
want to do that, I want to do this." The Divine is always a forgiving 
nature… it's not a punishment nature in your life especially. I'm not 
saying, put it in this way, you might have created lot of heart-
brokens, or somebody made heartbroken to you. Good. Okay. Up 
and down going but attachments is biggest disease in this life. 
Anything. That's why always I recommend to you, at least one time 
go to Kumbhamela. At least you saw the Kumbhamela. I tolded you 
guys, in the guy (like Nostradamas) he said, "The Ganga, the 
Himalayan Ganga River it evaporates. No more water." I planned to 
take Immortal Enlightenment to Harichandra Ghat to make it 
everybody. It got stuck. Okay, I took different angle. The Mother 
Divine once it's coming inside in Dwarkamai, break the coconut, how 
much rain it fall off? Hum? That is the Ganga. Why we need to go to 
the Himalaya huh? Benaras – Kasi? 
 
The statue s going inside, "Hey it's going to fall off, careful," open the 
mouth - gold teeth, Bleeding. "Thanks. Shut down. Open eyes, quiet."  
So, why I'm saying all the things? We cannot underestimate the Maha 
Maya. We're all peanuts. We're a peanuts, help, help, help. Once we 
help the humanity that is your highest power…as much as you can 
do, do it. If you're not helping humanity, only thinking about 
yourself, that is completely, I'm sorry, nonsense, a flower has no 
smell.  
 
When I talked to the Beatle, George Harrison, the three days I spent 
with him, on the days my English was little bit. Still is… I asked him, 
"What is your life? What? He said, "Swami, Transcendental 
Meditation, llevitation, this that, that this, this, this..." "Um-hum, 



what else?" My maximum best I understood. Of course Jonathan also 
is a great student of TM, the levitation. No levitation, you only have 
the emotions.  
 
One time I went to Amsterdam with John Gray. In the boat I looked 
around the characters, "Oh my God, how I can change this? How it's 
a possible?" Tons of times I traveled Europe, majority of times I 
traveled Europe, put it that way… different culture, different 
language, poor houses, big palaces, how the humanity's really 
running in Europe… Even though in the Munich, one great 
pharmacy guy, his staff he take care and showed all the places and 
how to do, and his house and A to Z. Of course he's unbelievable 
good heart, good staff. I saw who's really with him, can stand by for 
him and will take care no matter what circumstance… different 
features layers of all around what I observed, it's soul-mate, who 
really care for you and stand for you, die for you, to be with you no 
matter what! Whole your inner net, no internet, can understand and 
take care. That is the most important otherwise you cannot win the 
Divine Court. You cannot win the Divine Court.  
 
First you be dazzling, then you create the light, around you light. If 
you're in the dark and I'm talking about the light - that's a nonsense. 
You can be sacrifice, okay, but a soul-mate is important. Without 
soul-mate what is the life? I hope you can figure out. It takes little 
time even though it should be at least one. In the Jesus Christ strokes 
I told it.  
 
So my Dear Divine Souls, think deeply…birth and death. Birth, 
death, it's okay but in between, what you done, try to find out…and 
how to do it to the humanity. For example, simple one minute only 
I'll talk.  Simone, I made your parent to wake up? 
 
Simone:  Yes, you took care of my parents, especially of my father. 
  
Swami:  Awake! Awake! Awake! It is a wake-up call. Awake! Don't 
under estimate what I'm telling it, Guru Paramparas. Awake! Good 
luck. Have a nice time. Good night.  
 

End of Talk 
 


